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The Html Directory Free License Key Free (Latest)

There are many great toolbars
for web browsers and even
some great editors for creating
web pages. One missing feature
is an easy way to create a list of
links, images, files and folders
that you want to quickly add to
your web pages. The Html
Directory allows you to easily
create this and more with just a
few clicks. What's New in This
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Release: * Minified version of
the Html Directory. (So much
smaller and faster). * Output is
now in a nice formatted HTML
file. * Links in the list are now
clickable. * The size of
directories is now also
displayed. * Option for listing
web pages. * Option for listing
files in folders. * Directory
description of each item. *
Option to add a background
image to the output. * Option to
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add and change colors of text. *
Option to add a hyperlink. *
Option to add and change the
background color of the output.
* Option to change the class of
the list. * Option for the size of
the text in each item. * The
ability to change the font of the
text. * Option to change the
font size of the text. * Option
to change the font of the text. *
Option to change the font color
of the text. * Option to change
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the font size of the text. *
Option to add a line break. *
Default to be shown in the tool
tip. * Bug fix The Html
Directory Features: * * Create
listing of the contents of any
folder * * Create listing of any
folder on your web site * *
Create listing of any folder on
your network * * Create listing
of all files and folders in a
folder * * Create listing of a
folder on a CD/DVD * *
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Create listing of a folder on a
network drive * * Create listing
of a folder on a thumb drive * *
Create listing of any drive on
your PC * * Create listing of
any directory on your PC * *
You can also use the Html
Directory to create site maps. *
* Links in the listing are
clickable. * * The size of
directories is now also
displayed. * * Directory
description of each item.
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The Html Directory Activation

- Create your own customizable
HTML directory. - Choose
from five different list designs:
* Grid * List * Column *
Diameter * Anti-alias text Choose from three different
styles of arrows (standard or
customized) - Choose from
four different border styles: *
None * Solid * Dashed *
Dotted - Choose from six
different font colors: * White *
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Black * Light Gray * Dark
Gray * Blue * Green - Choose
from two different background
colors: * White * Any other
color - Choose three different
background images * Custom
image * Red dot * Red dot with
border * None - Choose from
four different style of tables *
Basic * Inline * Horizontal *
Vertical - Choose from four
different link colors * Blue *
Green * Orange * Red - Choose
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from four different link
underlines * None * Yellow *
Purple * White - Choose from
four different link patterns *
None * Underline * Cross *
Dot * Solid - Choose from two
different link widths * Width *
Width + 1 pixel - Choose from
five different link background
colors * None * Red * Dark
Gray * Blue - Choose from five
different background sizes *
Background * Background with
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rounded corners * Background
without rounded corners Automatically get your next
color when you hover over a
color - Inline tables - Option to
have "odd" and "even" rows in
a table - Add bullets to the
beginning of each row - The
entry for each directory is
clickable. Clicking takes you
directly to the file or folder The quick and easy browser
history is provided on the left
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side. Quick Start 1)Click on the
square button. This will open
the quick start window. Here
are some instructions on how to
use the quick start window and
the rest of the program. 2)
Click Create List 3) Choose the
file or folder you want to use as
the template 4) Choose the style
of table 5) Enter your text and
click the... button If you would
like to use the link URL
feature, click on the textbox on
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the right. If you would like to
add a link, click on the "Add
link" button. The 09e8f5149f
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The Html Directory Crack Patch With Serial Key Download

The Html Directory is a simple
to use, yet powerful HTML list
maker. Lists can be generated
with any file or folder on your
PC. Lists can be displayed in
many ways, using text,
background and link colors, a
thumbnail image or even inline
HTML. When you are finished
you can save it to a file or
directly to the browser. It can
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also be used for creating site
maps of your web site with
your choice of active or non
active links. Although this is
not a browser based editor, you
can embed it into your own
html pages or pages created in
other editors. Key features: *
Create html lists from any file
or folder on your PC. * Lists
can be displayed in many ways,
using text, background and link
colors, a thumbnail image or
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even inline HTML. * When you
are finished you can save it to a
file or directly to the browser. *
You can also create lists from
your local site map (see the
html directory Site Map
module). * You can also create
lists of web sites using the html
directory site Map module. *
You can also create lists of any
web site (to embed) using the
html directory site Map
module. * Links can be inactive
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(displayed as a checkmark) or
active (displayed as a dotted
line or a checkmark with text. *
Lists can be generated in both a
read only (default) or a
read/write mode. * You can
specify the name of the
directory to display. * Show the
size of each directory in bytes.
* Background color for each
listing and link text color. *
Background image to be
displayed with each listing. *
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Background image can be used
for links when they are active. *
Listings can be displayed in a
fixed (non sliding) position or a
sliding position * Links can be
automatically selected when
you move a slider to the left. *
The number of links displayed
can be limited to just 1, 5, 10,
25, 50 or all. * The order of
listings in the list can be
defined by the user. * You can
highlight a directory that you
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want to be in the head of the
directory list. * Tabs support to
create specific lists or any of
the above. * Tab auto
completion feature. * Columns
support to make different lists
for each colum. * Text-links to
a file or folder on your PC *
Text background * File
thumbnail,
What's New In The Html Directory?

The Html Directory is not the
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same product as Html Directory
Pro, which can be purchased
separately. What's new in this
version: - Fix: Several small
issues that occur when multiple
files are selected. - Fix: Files
names are now properly
excluded when the active
directory name is empty. - Fix:
Files and directories that are at
the end of a drive are now
treated as empty. - Fix: Using
the now inactive option you can
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now choose multiple files and
folders and mark them for
inline editing. - Fix: You no
longer see the folder name for
images if the image is in the
same directory as the file.
What's new in this version 1.1: Fix: The percentage of the list
items selected was not being
displayed for files and folders. Fix: When the first item in a
directory was selected an
uneditable line was added in
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front of the directory name. Fix: Spacing was removed from
directory name when the
folders name was left alone. Fix: The maximum number of
files and folders shown was not
checked. What's new in this
version 1.0: - Added the ability
to drag and drop directories
from Windows Explorer. Added the ability to select
multiple folders and files for
inline editing. - Added the
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ability to expand the current
directory to see all of its
subfolders. - Improved the
appearance of the list when the
names of the selected items
were different from the
directory name. - Improved the
appearance of the list when the
selected items were not in a
directory. - Improved the
appearance of the list when the
selected items were in a
directory but were not in the
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current directory. - Improved
the appearance of the list when
there were the same number of
selected items that there were
items in the directory. Improved the appearance of the
list when the selected items
were in a directory but were in
a different directory to the
current directory. - It now has a
window XP style. - It now
allows files and folders to be
hidden (with. and.. ). What's
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new in this version 1.0.2: Added the ability to make a
folder from a file and vise versa
when browsing a file listing.
What's new in this version
1.0.1: - Fix: The folders height
was off in Internet Explorer on
Windows 98 or Windows ME. Fix: The file box size was
incorrect in Internet Explorer
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System Requirements For The Html Directory:

* Minimum hardware
requirement: * Recommended
hardware requirements: *
Notes: * Lacks support for
FFMPEG 4.0 What's New: *
Adds new support for
Video4Linux2 compliant
cameras Special Thanks: * ---------------------------------------Credits: * [fefe] *
[MatthiasBastian] * [rwolf] *
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